
Homework 5
Problem 1: Pairing susceptibility of the Fermi sea using equation of motion formalism. Consider a Fermi 
gas described by the Hamilto-
nian

H =⁄k,s ek,s ck,s
†

HtL ck,sHtL +
U
N
⁄k,p,qcqê2+p

†
HtL cqê2-p

†
HtL cqê2-k HtL cqê2+k HtL +HextHtL.

Where U is the interaction strength and N is the total number of sites. In order to probe the pairing 

susceptibility we include the term HextHtL =Pq
extHtL ⁄k cqê2+k

†
HtL cqê2-k

†
HtL that induces pairing and measure 

the response PqHtL = Z⁄k cqê2+k
†

HtL cqê2-k
†

HtL^. To proceed, let us define the operator 

B Hk, q, tL = cqê2+k
†

HtL cqê2-k
†

HtL

Step 1: Obtain the equation of motion for the operator BHk, q, tL

d
dt
BHk, q, tL = Â @H, BHk, q, tLD

Note, when commutating the second term of the Hamiltonian with B@k, q, tD, you will find some four 
Fermion terms. Express these terms using a combination of the particle number operator 

nsHq, tL = cq,s
†

HtL cq,sHtL and BHk, q, tL operator.

Step 2: Closing the equation of motion. Take the expectation value of the equation of motion that you 
obtained in Step 1. To close the equation of motion
(a) Convert the four fermion terms of the form YnsI

q
2
+ k, tMBHp, q, tL] into two fermion terms of the form 

YnsI
q
2
+ k, tM] XBHp, q, tL\.

(b) Replace the number operators by their free fermion values YnsI
q
2
+ k, tM]Ø ns

FI
q
2
+ kM. This approxima-

tion is valid for the case in which XBHp, q, tL\ is the fastest changing parameter, which is reasonable if we 
have an instability to pairing.

Step 3: Fourier transform the equation of motion, and manipulate the resulting expression, to obtain
XBHk, q, wL\ IPq

extHwL +U Ÿ „p XBHp, q, wL\M-1 = 1-nÆ
FHqê2+kL-n!

FHqê2+kL
w-eqê2+k -eqê2-k

Step 4: Integrate both sides over k and solve for cq
RPAHwL =

PqHwL

Pq
extHwL

, where PqHwL = Ÿ „p XBHp, q, wL\ in 

terms of the “bare” susceptibility

cq
0HwL = ‡ „k 1-nÆ

FHqê2+kL-n!
FHqê2-kL

w-eqê2+k -eqê2-k
 

step 5: Find the pole of the susceptibility for the case qØ 0. In this final step, you will need to evaluate 
the momentum integral in cq

0HwL. As this integral is divergent, introduce a cut-off to regularize it.

Problem 2: Block-spin renormalization group. Consider the Ising model in d=1 with H=0 at finite tem-
pearature T.

bH`W = -K ⁄iSi Si+1

where K = b J. Our goal is to coarse grain this model. Specifically, we will combine each block of three 
spins 8S3 i-2, S3 i-1, S3 i< into a single super-spin Si. Following this process, we will find that the Hamilto-
nian for the super-spins has the same form as that for the original spins, except for a rescaling of the 
coupling constant K ØK '. 

We must relate the configurations of original spins on a block to the configuration of the super-spin. We 
could establish this relation using the “majority rule” [Si points in the same direction as the majority of 
the spins 8S3 i-2, S3 i-1, S3 i<]. From perspective of analytical calculations, there is a simpler but less 
democratic procedure. We will let the middle spin S3 i-1 determine Si. This makes sense near the 
transition where domain walls are rare and all spins generally vote the same way.

Consider performing the RG step on the bond between S1 and S2. The degrees of freedom involved are 
the spins S2 =S1,S3, S4, and S5 =S2. The part of the partition function that we want to look at is

‰K S1 S3 ‰K S3 S4 ‰K S4 S2

Step 1: Show that there is an exact relation ‰K S3 S4 = Cosh@KD H1 + x S3 S4L, where x = Tanh@KD.
Step 2: Use this exact relation to show that after summing over the possible values of S3 and S4, the 
part of the partition function above becomes

⁄S3,S4 ‰
K S1 S3 ‰K S3 S4 ‰K S4 S2 = Cosh@KD3 I1 + x3 S1 S2M

Step 3: What is the new value K’?
Step 4: Show that we can write the Hamiltonian as H ' =⁄i gHKL -K '⁄iSi Si+1. gHKL represents the 
contribution to the partition function from the degrees of freedom that we have removed from the system 
(i.e. S3 and S4). What is the value of g(K)? 
Step 5: What are the fixed points of the transformation you found in Step 3 (i.e. when is K’=K?) Identify 
these fixed points as the T=0 ferromagnet and the T=¶ paramagnet
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